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Wooster Is
Prepara tory
BY ANGELA A. ADAMS
Could it be that Yale University
has forfeited one of its prize institu-
tions to the students and residents
of Wooster. Ohio?
Former owner of popular Yalie
watering hole. Bulldog Pizza, Spiro
Hatsos has relocated here in Woos-
ter, bringing with him both . his
renowned pizza and nis winsome
charisma. Wooster is indeed fortun
ate.
Spiro Matsos, Athenian by birth.
and his wife, Pamela, both own and
operate the new Matsos Family
Restaurant on W. Liberty Street
Offering a wide variety of Greek
specialties, Matsos . is more than
Just another restaurant competing
for the C.O.W. student's pizza dol
lar. A former nightclub singer who
learned the pizza trade while living
in Manhattan, Spiro's amiable and
gesticulative manner combined
with his generously-lade- n, piquant
pizza leaves no doubt as to why he
enjoyed a -- widespread popularity
among Yale students.
After five years devoted to mak
ing countless numbers ox sausnea
customer! nd friends amid the
fast-pace- d excitement of a North
eastern college town, Spiro feels
"like he has graduated to woos-
ter."
Familarised with Wooster
through visits here to his in-la- ws,
Spiro claims ". the biggest reasonI moved here is for the 'class of
2000' (Spiro's synonym for his son,
Christopher)... This is the quality
of life I want my son to be near."
He envisions Wooster as "a prep
ichool for life;" adding, "After
Wooster, one can live anywhere."
In addition to his conduciveness
to raising a family, Spiro chose
Wooster because of its college- -
E.A.C. Requests
Student Input
BY SUSANNAH BOWNE
Do students really have an input
m major decisions at The College
of Wooster, or is that all a nice-soundi- ng
myth, the administration
creates to make us feel good? Yes,
in fact, they do, and it can be Just
about as much as we, the students,
want to make it.
One of the means by which we
can effectively voice our opinions is
through the - Educational Affairs
Committee (EAC), a branch of the
Student Government Association.
Its members are the student rep-
resentatives on nine faculty com-
mittees, each of which has two
students and three to seven faculty
members.. The students have equal
Continued on Page 13,
Peace Symposium Coverage
Complete coverage of the Peace-
making Symposium begins en Page
5. -
Spiro's
School
oriented community. "My brain
food is interaction with students,"
Spiro states, explaining that friend-
ships among students are to him
"like a free education."
Spiro seeks an active role in both
serving and befriending Wooster
students. Providing Jobs for several
co.w. students, offering the Scots
football team five pizzas in ex-
change for a victory, as well as
promising to create any pizza com
bination one cares to concoct are
all examples of his initial attempts
toward estblishing good rapport.
Additionally, students can look for
ward to an upcoming "College
only" delivery service, as well as
handmade heart-shape- d pizzas spe-
cially delivered for Valentine's
Day, courtesy of Spiro.
All it takes is one visit to Matsos
Family Restaurant and the impetus
to strike up a conversation with
Spiro to realize the genuine charac-
ter of this man for oneself. Spiro is
himself already impressed with
Wooster students: "The kids here
are Just dynamise. I feet like I've
never left college familiarity." He
also has observed andU admires, a
certain CO.W. pride: "(Students
from the college are) 'not --tar
pressed with my Yale pictures(those covering the walls of his
establishment), they think their
own school is dynamite."
According to the Yale Daily
News (32282), "... Spiro Matsos
was one of New Haven's most
colorful figures and biggest cheer-
leaders." Spiro Matsos and his
pizza are now Wooster' s legacy. Is
there life after Yale? Spiro thinks
so, and for any of his skeptical New
Haven comrades, he boasts a
standing invitation to come to
Wooster and see why.
Exclusive Interview
Williams Reflects On Life
As Irish Catholic Peacemaker
The following is an exclusive
interview between Wooster Voice
reporter Susan R. Jones, music
Professor Nancy Buckingham Gar-lic- k(who has a special interest in
the politics of Northern Ireland),
and Nobel winner Betty Williams.
Williams will be lecturing on
campus next Thursday, Oct 14, a
8:15 o'clock p.m. in McGaw Chapel.
Williams1 visit to Wooster is
being sponsored by the Student
Activities Board.
BY SUSANS. JONES
In anticipation of her upcoming
lecture here next week, a Voice
telephone interview was conducted
Monday with Betty --Williams, 1978
Nobel Laureate for Peace, from
her New York City hotel room.
William's address entitled, "Can
At Age 20, Andrews
Is Too Small For Its
BY THOMAS PETH
As Andrews Library enters into
'its 20th year of existence, it has
become evident that serious prob-
lems are looming on the horizon. -
These problems will be the result
of the rapidy diminishing capacity
for storage. At the current growth
--5
There Be Peace in Northern Ire-
land" is a Student Activities Board-sponsor- ed
event, scheduled for
Thursday, October 14 in McGaw
ChapeL
"I Just won't be talking in the
Northern Irish context," Williams
commented in reference to her visit
to Wooster. "because I've been to a
lot of places and I've seen an awful
lot of suffering outside my own
country. So it will be a much more
broad talk, not a lecture, that I'll
be giving to the students there
about what actually is going on. notjust in Northern Ireland, but indeed
in our world."
More specifically, she plans to
talk on her involvement with Hu-maniti- tes
International, an organi-
zation in the . third world estab-
lished, by recording artist Joan
rate, approximately 10.000 bound
Journals a year, the library has
about six years of shelf space
remaining. Once filled, study space
will have to be sacrificed in order
to shelve the continually expanding
collection of books and periodicals.
Efficiency is a key attribute any
Baez, who Williams calls a "dear
friend." Besides work in her home
country and in the third world, she
did a lecture series last year in
Canada for Amnesty International
with the proceeds going back into
the Amnesty fund.
Williams, born and raised a cath-
olic in Belfast is the mother of a
nineteen-year-ol- d son and an eleven-ye-
ar-old daughter who still live
with her in Belfast- -
Being an Irish housewife she
explained that she had never lead a
group of people before her involve-
ment in the peace movement, but
she felt that the courage to begin
peace-makin- g stemmed out of the
anger she felt after witnessing the
- Continued en Page U
Library
Books
library must possess in order to be
effective. With this in mind. Mi-
chael Freeman, director of An-
drews Library, has submitted a list
of proposals to be evaluated and
considered . for action within the
next few years. These proposals
attack the issue of storage efficien-
cy. Freeman points out that time
still remains, but we must begin to
act now before does run out.
The following is a list of propos- -'
als Freeman has. submitted to the
administration for consideration: 1. ,
The . construction of . a new and
larger building; 2. An addition to
the library as It now stands; 3.
Remote storage, Le. storage of a
portion of the collection of books In
another building either on or off
campus; 4. Replacing - large por-
tions of the collection with micro-
forms; 5. Weeding; f. Installation
of a compact storage system.
Each of these proposals has its
advantages and disadvantages
Freeman said. A new building
would be very expensive, as would
an addition to the existing buiLiisg
but to a much lesser degree. Re-
mote storage-woul- d also be expen-
sive, in that a building off campus
would have to be purchased. In
addition, there would be the cost cf
transporting materials as well as
maintenance and the possibility of
staffing the facility. Another prob-
lem this alternative would present
is a delay in retrieving materials
and thus patron inconvenience. Re-
placement of existing materials
with microforms would be a tre-
mendous space saver. However, an
upgrading of microform equip-
ment, staff, and facilities would be
necessary as welL though this is
only a short term answer since only
a portion of collections can actually
be replaced. The fifth alternative is
"massive weeding." as Freeman
puts it The elimination of various
volumns would inevitably reduce
the quality of the collection as it
Continued oa Paget .';
Freeze FCrn On PAS.
Nuclear War. Incurable Disease
will be broadcast on Wednesday,
Oct 13, at 10 p.m. on public broad-
casting stations.
The program presents a discus-
sion betweeen three American and
three Soviet physicians, members
of International Physicians for the
prevention of Nuclear War, on the
medical consequences of nuclear
war. The program was shown in
June to at least 100.CC0.CC0 Soviet
citizens on the official Soviet na-
tional TV station.
Included In the panel Is Dr. ;
Eugene Chazov, Brezhnev's person-
al physician. The program will help
to answer important . questions
about what the Soviet people are
being told about nuclear war and
what the Soviet government's atti-
tude is toward a bilateral nuclear.
weapons freeze.
Students are encouraged to tune
in to this informtire and Important
program.
Page 2 wooster; ohio. Friday. octo!t;r if
THE WOOSTER VOICE Miano, Seidel Border Steyart,
Kitittishtii in WendorffOn BeingMcCarthyitesTIMOTHY
Editor-in-Chi-ef
E. SPENCZ Concerned
ANGELA A. ADAMS
BARRY S. EISZNBERG
Associate
JOHN M. H2ANO
Business Mgr.
Seidel, Miano Apologize
To the Readers of the Voice,
We owe an apology to all our
unbefitting professional journalists
Peace Symposium.
While we continue to stick by
Symposium, we wish to clarify several of the erroneous facts which
appeared in the article.
First of all, we confused Jim Forest, a speaker at the Symposium, with
his father, who is also named Jim Forest. In meaningful discussion with
Mr. Forest, he informed us that while his father was indeed a communist.
he was never sentenced to a federal prison term. We apologize to Mr,
Forest for this case of mistaken identity.
Mr. .Forest also informed us that several individual members of the
Fellowship of Reconciliation have fought to combat world terrorism and
that the F.O.R. does not condone terrorism.
Furthermore, Mr. Forest explained to us that the War Resistor's
League is opposed to war in any form, including "class war."
We deeply and sincerely regret having done this terrible disservice to
the Voice, all its readers, and especially Mr. Forest.
Warren Seidel
John Miano
Guest Opinion
Pax
Editor: '
I would like briefly- - to comment
on the Peacemaking Symposium as
a model for education in a church-relate- d
college.
In addition to the superb coopera-
tive spirit between academic and
church communities, the sympos-
ium demonstrated that people with
strong religious convictions can use
those convictions to direct their
lives without clouding their minds.
It was an event which expressed
what Aristotle once called "excel-
lence" a compliment of both
intellectual and practical virtues.
In Peacemaking II, the human
intellect and the human passions
were seen at work in a balance
rarely seen on college campuses.
In our learning we should never
sacrifice the mind to the passions,
but neither should we allow our
minds to function without a deep
sensitivity to the faces of human-
kind.
In my opening remarks on Thurs-
day evening, I said that our search
for human justice must find ways
to overcome our petty dogmatisms
and biases, and our insatiable ap-
petites for a larger share of materi-
al goods. A search is wearisome
and often futile if it does not make
discoveries. It is the hope of the
DANISLCEOirrS
EDITH E. MeGANDY
C3ARLES T. AIXEK3
Advertising Mgr.
Editors
readers for having acted in a matter
with regard to last week's article on the
our general conclusions concerning the
planning committee that in the
common search for peace and jus-
tice which brought us together, we
will make discoveries. These dis-
coveries may be simple facts and
new friends, but they may also be
discoveries about ourselves; that
we are not powerless; that our own
store of energy is deeper than we
once believed; and that a peaceful
world, indeed, rests in the capacity
of each human being to draw upon
the Grace of God that dwells near
to the human heart.
The point about self-discove- ry
was underscored by each of our
main speakers, and each gave us
hope that we are not powerless and
that a peaceful world is within the
grasp of those among us who take
small, daily steps toward it
May I urge each of us, here and
now, to transform our lives in
peace so that we may be survived
by a generation who are less vain
and more just, and who turn their
intellectual and practical gifts to-
ward virtuous ends rather than
vicious ones.
Richard H. BeU
Mr. Bell is t professor of philoso-phy tt the College, and served as
eo-ordina- tor for last week's Peace-
making Symposium.
Notes and Amplifications
The September 24 edition of The Wooster Voice was printed in 1982.
Although some of the dates in the paper read "Friday, September 24,
1981," the issue was contemporary.
The editorial cartoon located on Page 5 of the September 24 edition
should have included a line reading: "Milton Prigge, Dayton Journal
Herald. 1982." The line was inadvertently left off.
Editor:
Most readers of last week's Voice
are too young to have witnessed
Senator Joseph McCarthy's vitriol-
ic attack on American civil liberty
in the 1950s. The equation of com-
munism with evil, the assumption
of guilt by association, and the use
of innuendo and half truth to attack
all whose beliefs differed markedly
from his own were important ele-
ments of the McCarthy style.
Now we find similar smear tac-
tics being used by students playing
at journalism. I speak, of course, of
the article by James Miano and
Warren Seidel. I found their neo-McCarthy- ite,
red baiting piece ut-
terly deplorable. It was also inac-
curate, peace symposium partici-
pant Jim Forest was neither the
chairman of the Communist Party
in Missouri nor sentenced to a five
year prison term in 1954. Fortun-
ately for Miano and Seidel, Forest
appears to be too forgiving to slap
them with the libel suit they so
richly deserve.
Love Your
Editor:
I had the privilege of being stu
dent host to Jim Forest at the
Peace Symposium this last week
end. I had read articles written by
Mr. Forest before, and was excited
at the opportunity to meet him
personally. Mr. Forest taught me a
simple principle of becoming a
peacemaker which became the key
point of the entire symposium for
me. This point does not concern
global politico-economi- c analysis,
but rather how a true peacemaker
encounters his "enemies."
In one conversation Jim pointed
out that once one loves one's ene
mies, they no longer continue to be
so. Jim exemplified this attitude
last weekend. When the article
concerning "Peace Symposium
Follies" was published as written
by Mr. Miano and Mr. Seidel. it
contained libelous and inaccurate
information, confusing Jim with his
communist father.
Mr. Forest's reaction was not one
of disgust or bitterness: he did not
launch into a self-righteo- us tirade
about McCarthyism or yellow pressjournalism. Rather, Mr. Forest
both personally and privately ad-
monished people to remember that
the article writers were human
beings. He stressed that in such
situations one should not "objecti-
fy" the antagonist as being any-
thing less than God's image. Mr.
Forest even was penitential in
speaking for the Peace Movement
by remembering the many times
that the Peace Movement has slan
dered and dehumanized generals
and those on the political right in
articles, cartoons and attitudes.
Jim's first response upon reading
the before-mention- ed article was a
desire to meet with the writers and
become reconciled to them. This
was accomplished in a meeting
which lasted over an hours time.
Mr. Forest's example of love for
"enemies" is one we should all try
to emulate in our quest for peace
making. True peacemakers can
start by being sure that Mr. Miano
and Mr. Seidel do not become
"whipping boys" for a legitimately
outraged campus, and that the true
issues of editorial responsibility
The entire article by Miano and
Seidel appears to be based upon the
mindless principle that the compa-
ny one keeps is more significant in
a debate than the wisdom or accu-
racy of what one has to say. an
assumption that Senator McCarthy
and his followers would have vigor-
ously applauded. I trust that read-
ers of the Voice exercise betterjudgment in assessing evidence. I
also hope they recognize that the
views presented by Miano and Sei-
del are alien to the American
democratic ideal and contribute
little of value to the ongoing search
for peace and security.
As Americans, we must allow
such neo-McCartny- ite drive to be
printed, but we need not accept itInstead, we should work to eradi-
cate the narrow-minde- d intolerance
that sustains such opinions. Other-
wise we shall lose those very free-
doms that Miano and Seidel mis-guided- ly
believe they are
defending.
John M. Gates
'Enemies'
and the Questions of Mr. Miano's
and Mr. Seidel's sources are
raised.
Jack R. Jones
Symposium Insulted
Editor:
In response to last week's arti-
cles concerning the Peace Sympos-
ium, I cannot condemn the writers
of those articles for their personal
opinions nor for the same reason,
can I condemn anyone who attend-
ed the Peace Symposium.
However, I do condemn anyone
who insulted or maligned the "re-
spectability" of the Peace Sympos-
ium before it ever occurred or
without ever having attended it
As for your "Current Wisdom"
which followed your editorial, all I
can say is that it is rather easy to
confuse the weakness of the man
with the strength of the concept
Furthermore, he who sees the road
to Hell can only call his own
intentions "good."
Garth Katner
On Blind Faith
Editor:
Last week's Voice, which carried
the meanspirited and blantantly
libelous attack on Jim Forest
you had the wrong individual by
Warren Seidel and John Miano,
prove that, like the 19th century
French Bourbon monarchs, the edi-
tor and staff neither forget any-
thing nor learn anything. Can the
campus allow the current editor
and reporters this luxury, or will
they, finally, learn something about
responsible reporting as well as
exercising a fundamental Ameri-
can freedom, freedom of the press?
Blinding faith in the purity of
one's own cause is not a license to
violate accepted moral and ethical
standards, much less legal stric-
tures. Is it too much to ask for a
little professionalism in future is-
sues?
John L. Hondros
Professor of History
To the Editor:
As ministers of Westminster
Church we write not to point the
finger but for the sake of a healthy
campus environment and out of
deep concern.
The article "Peace Symposium
Follies" in last week's Voice was
one of the clearest examples we
have seen in recent years of "guilt
by association," the kind of think-
ing that passed for patriotism dur-
ing the McCarthy period of Ameri-
can history. It is characteristic of
this kind of thinking that what is
written between the lines is more
important than what is said explici-t- y,
namely, a narrowly prescribed
definition of what is American that
leaves the majority of us outside
the pale.
Jim Forest's response to the mis-
information in the Voice wasnot
one of vengeance but rather a
desire to understand and an eager-
ness to talk directly with those who
wrote the article a humane way
of responding to a deep assault on
his character. We understand that
the Voice will retract its state-
ments, and it is our hope that this
unfortunate episode may have
taught us to take the humanity of
others more seriously than we often
do. Let Wooster be stronger and
more sensitive because a mistake
has been made stronger be-
cause, by Jim Forest's example,
we learn to talk with rather than at
each other, stronger because we
respect the dignity of others with
whom we disagree, stronger be-
cause we boaden our definition, of
America to include people of var-
ious persuasions, and stronger be-
cause we see that a tyranny of
silence is unworthy of a college
such as Wooster or, for that mat-
ter, of any community whatever.
Rev. Gordon Stewart
Rev. Mark Wendorf
Ministers,
Westminster Church
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News
Digest
COMPILED BY CHRIS LUSE
BEIRUT Israel launched an
alrstrike against Syrian missfle
sites east of Beirut following an
ambush which killed six Israeli
soldiers. Palestinian positions were
also hit Lebanese leader Amin
Gemayel requested that Prime
Minister Shafix Wazzan head Leba-
non's new government, as U.S.
envoy Phillip Habib headed home
after wihdrawal talks had closed.
The airstrike came right after Syr-
ia made proposals of a simulta-
neous wihdrawal of troops.
In Israel, a petition signed by 280
army officers asking for the resig-
nation of Defense Minister Sharon
following the Beirut massacre of
Palestinian refugees was being cir-
culated.
BONN West Germany has a
new Chancellor, Helmut Kohl. The
new cabinet is predominately right-cente- r,
including three free Demo-cat-s
who had abandoned former
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt in the
elections. Kohl stressed good rela-
tions with U.S. in his first state-
ments, saying that Americans are
"our most important partners and
friends."
WARSAW The Solidarity La-
bor Union is expected to be dis-
banded by Poland's parliament this
week in legislation that would pro-
hibit the formation of national la-
bor unions. The law would allow
factory-lev- el unions for only a
year's duration, aiming to curb the
political strength of the workers.
TEHRAN Sudan sent a warn-
ing to Iran they were prepared to
back Iraq militarily if Iran contin-
ues it's offensive. Saudi Arabia
predicted that unless Iran submits
to peace talks the Persian Gulf war
would only widen. Iraq reports that
three Iranian attacks have been
repulsed in as many days.
GENEVA S.T.A.R.T. talks re-sa-me
Tuesday after a summer
recess in Geneva. U.S. representa-
tive Lt General Edward Rouny
admitted that progress "is going
slowly" while his Soviet counter-
part charged that the U.S. stand on
limiting intercontinental missiles is
"one-sided-
." Meanwhile, an analy-
sis by British experts report that
the Soviets are developing a plan to
punch holes in NATO ground forces
and win a war in Europe in three to
four days.
WASHINGTON Following sev-
en poisoned Tyleon deaths, the
Food and Drug Administration will
be studying drug packaging, and
form a joint industry task force to
increase safety for non-prescripti- on
drugs will be formed. F.D.A. tests
have found only bottles in Illinois
have been tampered with, and a
list of suspects who could have
planted the cyanide-lace- d pills in
Chicago supermarkets are being
investigated. 1
COLUMBUS During a Colum-
bus, Ohio campaign trip for Repub-
lican candidates, President Reagan
said that nuclear protesters are
being used by "some who want the
weakening of America." The Presi-
dent also said the nuclear arms-free- ze
movement could weaken the
arms-limitatio- ns talks.
HOUSTON A plot to extort $13
million from Golf Oil by meansof 10
bombs planted at the companies
Cedar Bayou chemical plant The
plot was foiled when the bombs
failed to explode, at the appoited
times, and four arrests were made.
Continued on Page 4
.
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Editor:
I am writing to express my
aneer. distrust and embarassment
at two of the articles which ap
peared in the October 1. 1982 issue
of the Wooster Voice, which was
read by many of the people who
attended the Peacemaking Sympos-
ium last weekend.
First your editorial, "Concerning
Peacemaking II," Mr. Spence, cer-
tainly illustrated to me your close-i-n
indedness. I fail to understand
how, before the Symposium began,
you could state that "shrouded in
the good-hearte- d intentions of its(the Symposium's) organizers and
sponsors ... will be ... propagandi-
sts films, denunciations of America,
and condemnations of everyone
who fails to buy the prophecies of
freeze or unilateral disarmament
wnrvrrFn: omo: Friday: octo!?t
Lukens Exposes Follies
Of Famous Editorial
The Editor:
As campus host for Peace Sym-
posium speaker Jim Forest of the
International Fellowship of Recon-
ciliation (IFOR), I happened to be
resent on several occasions whenEe was asked to respond to the
"smear job" in last Friday's
"Voice." Mr. Forest and the other
guests whose integrity Mr. Miano
and Mr. Seidel saw fit to question
are not here to defend themselves.
Nor did they feel any need for
defensive reaction to shoddy misre-
presentation of fact However, I
would like to take this opportunity
to pass along to the community Mr.
Forest's comments on the
"Voice's" depiction of the Sympos-
ium and its leadership as commu-
nist and anti-America- n, because I
find his responses refreshing, in-
structive, and symptomatic of the
humility of the peacemaker's way
of life:
1. "How marvelous that this has
happened! Isn't this the best possi-
ble argument against capital pun-
ishment? You ean just never be
quite sure you've got the right
guy!" (To set the record straight,
by the way: The James Forest the
"Voice" was describing was Jim
Forest's father, who was in fact a
member of the Communist Party
and was sentenced during the Mc-
Carthy years to a five-ye- ar federal
prison term. The "Voice" neglected
to mention that the charges were
dropped after six months. Mr. For-
est also noted that community sup-
port for this man of compassion,
including that of the local Method-
ist pastor, was so great that they
raised bail for him while he await-
ed trial At the time of the McCar-
thy witch-hun- ts in the 1950s, Jim
was a young child. He was finger-
printed at age eight by the FBI
when his parents were out of the
house, so he is no stranger to anti-commun-ist
fears.
2. "In a way, I wish I were a
communist!" Then those who live
by such deep-s- et fear of commu-
nism would have the chance to
reach out and actually touch one.
Perhaps they would discover that I,
too, were of flesh and blood and
wanted a future for my children.
3. "Ironically, it was the example
of my father's great compassion
and sense of justice for example
in refusing to eat at places where
blacks' were not admitted that
laid the groundwork for my conver-
sion to Christianity, though I have
never been able to. convince my
father, in all these years of pro
found friendship, that his passion
for justice is misdirected. We will
have a wonderful laugh together
when I show him the "Voice," and
he will be proud of me for all the
wrong reasons!"
4. "Don't get me wrong: Such
fear-ridde- n and self-righteo- us la-
belling of supposed enemies with
out regard for the integrity of the
person involved takes place in all
political camps. I see it in the
peace movement ail tne time.
There are those peace people, too,
who are just as quick to write off a
NATO general or a conservative
member of congress as Mr. Seidel
and Mr. Miano were to write on a
member of the Fellowship of Rec
onciliation. We should all take this
to heart: How can we pretend even
to know our enemy, much less love
him or her as God does, if we
presume bad faith on their part
before ever asking what they stand
for? Remember that all true mar
tyrs have first been called traitors,
whether to church, nation or
cause." .
5. "Again, I am so thankful that
this incident has forced tne crucial
issue of the symposium to the
surface right from the start usual- -
lv such fear-base- d name-callin- g
occurs on much more subtle levels
and has the consequence of letting
confusion reign in too many unin-
formed minds. Here the demon of
paranoia is out of the bag before
the symposium even gets going,
and has a chance to be confronted
immediately?" (May I add to tbat
I appreciate the fact that because
of the stir, there was in fact a
chance for Messrs. Seidel, Miano
and Forest to sit down together and
talk. : .
I would like to add only one
"erace note" to the above I find
it a wonderful gratuitous joke on us
all that the headline over the Sei--
del-Mia- no article came out "Peace
Symposium Follies." If the Sym-
posium did nothing else, it gave us
a glimpse into tne lives oi many
dedicated human beings who live
the idea of being "fools for the sake
of the Gospel." They are perfectly
aware that they will be seen as
fools by a society which has lost
track of its purpose to perserve me
for all humankind. Let there oe
more of us! (Note: More than one
of the symposium speakers ex
pressed dismay at not being includ
ed in the "smear."; Nancy Lukens
Department of German
advocates."
I attended many of the Sympos-
ium lectures and events, and what
I observed were many concerned
people taking a realistic look at
today's global situation. You could
have at least waited until the Sym-
posium was over to pass yourjudgments on it
The fact that you referred to our
present administration as the "for-
gotten peacemakers" disturbed
me. In my opinion, any administra-
tion which proposes the largest
military budget in United States
history and supports, in various
ways, oppressive regimes in other
countries (El Salvador, South Afri-
ca) should hardly be called peace-
makers. It all depends, I suppose.
Continued on Page 4
Newcomer Angered By Opinions
Spence, Blum
Are Molds
Of Same Stuff
Editor:
Continuing in the tradition of
consideration, respect and love for
humankind established by Ms.
Louise Blum's caustic editorials,
the present Wooster Voice staff
demonstrated' how simple it is to
condemn something which they do
not fully understand. A large per-
centage of my senior class wore
red armbands at last year's com-
mencement in order to protest the
administration's choice of speaker.
Only two of these persons felt that
it was necessary to hear the gentle-
man and meet him when the oppor-
tunity was given at an informal
session in Lowry 119.
Last week's Voice shows that
both extremes of the political spec-
trum are equally capable of willing
ignorance. The headline of one
editorial reads: "Symposium Ne-
glects Disparate Viewpoints On
Peace." The editorial staff must
consider themselves clairvoyant
The symposium had not even begun
when the Voice went to press. A
more "logically consistent" (that
seems to mean "more truthful,"
right?) headline would be: "Tim
Spence Thinks Peace Symposium
Will be Inconsistent With His Per-
sonal Bias."
The Voice accuses the Peace
Symposium of "propoganda" and
being inconsistent with the broad
range of opinions typical of a liber-
al education. As the editors of the
Voice are not unintelligent they
must realize, as we do, that the
Voice itself does not follow these
guidelines. There seems to be only
one explanation for this apparent
example of not-too-subt- le, hypocri-
sy: the Voice is not, as many
readers believe, merely a platform
for the staunch Reganites on cam-
pus, it is Tim Spence's attempt to
enlighten the public with his superi-
or knowledge of the only correct
course of foreign policy.
Tim; don't you realize that you
are just as guilty as the former
staffs whom you are accusing. As-
suming that the Peace Symposium
has committed a wrong, do you feel
that you have corrected this by
printing two inflammatory editori-
als and an advertisement for the
Navy? Don't you realize that your
paper is just as one-sid- ed and
biased as the previous editors' pa-
pers were? Don't you realize that
you are molded from the samejournalistic form as your avowed
enemy Louise Blum?
Having an opinion does not make
it correct You have two more
quarters as editor of the Voice to
prove that you have learned some
thing after spending so many years
and dollars at tne college oi woos
ter.
JayG.Helser
Class of 182
P.S. To the organizers of the
Peace Symposium: I applaud your
efforts and have complete confi-
dence that you will give the Voice's
paranoid fears the attention they
deserve. My hopes and prayers are
with you.
Letters to the Editor '
Letters to the Editor which do not
appear in this week's Voice wi3 be
minted the foUowlnx week., space
." a a m - mm .m
i- betters sunmiuea zar pucucaaon
must be typed and double-space- d.
Deadline tor letters or opinions is
iTuesday at :C0o'clock pMn. - .
Pr?s
Here
At
Wooster
BY SUSAN FIGGE
"Who's to lodge? Is it rieht or
wrong to register for the draft? To
cheat on an exam? To rip off a
library book?"
"Who's to say wbat's ngntr l
know he did itI know she did it
and I wouldn't but who's to say
what's right?"
we lace tnese xinas oz morai
dilemma dailv. and with eaual
frequency we encounter (in our
selves ana otnersj me same snoui-d- er
shrugging failure to come to
grips with them.
The very cultural, political and
religious pluralism on which we
pride ourselves has had two conse-
quences for our moral and intellec-
tual lives. First we have come to
think that every opinion and every
perspective is equally deserving of
our time and attention an exam-
ple is perhaps the recently revived
creationist debate, in which expo-
nents of "creationist science," by
using the argument for "equal
time," have been able to eliminate
the -- teaching of evolution from
some school systems in the United
States.
Second, we are often in the even
more painful situation of thinking
that anyone's moral judgment is as
vnnH a invnnc else's, making it
nearly impossible to make deci
sions for ourselves or to intervene
successfully for the benefit of oth- -
In next week's convocation. "Re-invpnti- nff
morality: the new olural- -
ism and moral imagination," Rich-
ard Bell of the Dept of Philosophy
will consider now we got ourselves
boxed into this prison of our own
subjectivity and how we can escape
from it
Professor Bell will outline ways
in whieh we can arrive at moral
judgments in difficult situations.judgments in wnicn we can nave
confidence, without self-righteous-- nea
and without annealing to abso
lutes which may have no reality for
us.
not only" training the critical facul
ties, but exercising tne moral imag-
ination as weU.
For him part of the value of the
Peace Symposium was that many
oz tne speaxers preseniea as noi
with another set of statistics about
the arms race, but with new mod-
els for ways to live, new stories to
tell about how a war free world
might look. The moral imagination
creates new images oi a peaccim,
fuller life - that fill us with the
enerev to move toward their real
ization.
v Continued on Page 4
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News Digest
Continued from Page 3
and five of the bombs have been
found. In exchange for the release
of Jill Bird, her husband admitted.
"complete. culpability" in the plot
and agreed to disclose the where
abouts of the remainingbombs.
WASHINGTON Twenty-nin- e
House members brought forward a
suit to halt military aid to El
Salvador to a federal judge. Judge
Joyce Green dismissed the suit,
saying that she was unable to
determine whether U.S. troops and
weapons are being used illegally in
the Central American nation's civil
war.
WASHINGTON Congress killed
Reagan-sponsore- d balanced budget
amendment just before adjourning
for campaigning before the Novem-
ber 2 elections. The vote was 236-18- 7
against the amendment, and
the vote wasn't divided along party
lines, denying the President a clear
issue.
In the upcoming elections. Demo-
crats led Republicans in donations
by special interest groups by 120
million to $14.5 million. However,
donations from businesses and con-servati- ve
groups are expected to
close the gap by the end of the
year.
CITY NEWS
On the Square, south of the traffic signal
The store that has everything
' Tobaccos, imported and domestic;
Magazines; Newspapers; Novelty Items; Gifts; Games; Etc.
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An Adventure
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with bearnaise sauce.
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Professor BelL who holds a doc
torate from Yale University, sees
his own teaching- - as bridging two
disciplines pniiosopny and reli-
gious studies and as concerned
with the whole experience of liberal
education not just what goes on
in the classroom. This is why, as
dean of an undergraduate college
at Yale, he was actively invovled in
student life, and while at Wooster.
he has committed time and energy
to events like the Peace Sympos
ium, wnicn introduce into the aca-
demic community in a dramatic
way the very real issues of the
larger world issues which don'tgoaway when the time at Wooster
is over, and which require the most
careful and committed kinds of
moral judgments.
1-
-
'
-
.: " -
Richard Bell
HELEN'S HOUSE OF TURQUOISE
150 Sale onjill sterling and turquoise
Ramada inn Building, on Liberty
TrTdays and Saturday!"
' '263-047- 7
Buying and Selling Gold and Silver
Open 10-- 4 Daily"
In few global trouble spots have
the issues at stake in peacemaking
and in the making of moral judg-
ments been more tragically drama-
tized than in Northern Ireland.
" Betty Williams, speaking next'
Thursday night in McGaw at 8:15
on "Can There Be Peace in North-
ern Ireland?" comes to peacemak-
ing with an urgency borne not of
the study of political science, histo-
ry or religion, but out of her own
daily experience of terrorism, vio-
lence and death. In a country
where hardly a family had not lost
a child, son or father to the brutal
tactics of the "other side," she and
her firend Mairead Corrigan start-
ed a grass roots peace movement
Two years later they were awarded
the Nobel Prize. .
Williams not only addresses the
problems of Northern Ireland, but
provides a model for our moral
imaginations of how individuals,
however powerless they may feel,
can initiate positive steps for
peace.
The Sculpture Outdoors Sympos-
ium continues with a talk on Mon-
day afternoon by Thalia Gouma-Peterso- n
on "Sculpture Outdoors:
Tradition and Innovation," at 4:15
in the Frick Museum Lecture
Room. Work on the outdoor instal-
lations begins on the same day.
Westminster Church Service
Westminster Presbyterian
will conduct a special serv--iSurchof worship in conjunction with
this week's Homecoming Weekend
at The College of Wooster.
This Sunday's worship service at
10:30 in McGaw Chapel will bring
together the college's Wooster Cho-
rus and the Westminster Choir,
singing "Sing Unto God" by Paul
Fetler and "Gloria in Excelsis" by
Mozart, and will incorporate a li-
turgical dance by Chris Baker cele-
brating the gifts of the Spirit
danced to the 9th century hymn
"Veni Creator Spiritus."
The church will observe the Sac-
rament of infant baptism, and the
sermon will speak to the text
"Have salt in yourselves, and be at
peace with one another" (Mark
9:50).
HERO
HOUSE
Quality Sandwiches 262-816- 6
Carry-Ou-t
141 N. Bever St. Kssa an aya out forHare Hows spadaloffsrs.
& Salads of Heroic Proportions
Miano, Seidel
Are Misguided
Continued from Page 3
on one's definition of "peacemak-
er." Just what is your definition of
a peacemaker, Mr. Spence?
Next, let me move on to the
article that bothered me the most-Warr- en
Seidel and John Miano's
"Peace Symposium Follies." Mr.
Seidel and Mr. Miano were appar-
ently lacking correct information
when they composed their story.
To begin. Jim Forest, a lecturer
at the Symposium, is not a pro
fessed Communist, was never the
chairman of the Communist Party
of Missouri, and was not sentenced
to a five year prison term in 1954.
In fact, Mr. Forest is a Christian
Pacifist and was still a small child
in 1954.
A second blunder by the twojournalists was the statement that
Congressman Ralph Keguia nad
voted in favor of the .Nuclear
Freeze Resolution. In actuality.
Mr. Regula voted for President
Reagan's so-call- ed "Freeze" which
calls for a military build-u-p before
even considering a freese of nucle
ar weapons. In the future it would
be wise if these two men checked
their sources a bit more carefully.
Additionally,' I was bothered by
the general attitude about peace
that Mr. Seidel and Mr. Miano
expressed. In the second paragraph
of the article, the "debate .over
peace" is mentioned. I didn't real-
ize that there was a "debate over
peace." I suppose that I Just as-
sumed that most people want
peace, just as the authors of the
article assumed that the peace-
making Symposium would be a --
"forum for the spreading of pro-Sovi-et
or Marxist propaganda." : "
I realize that this letter is sarcas
tic, but I am very angry at the way
these two articles were written to
criticize the Peacemaking Sympos
ium and its speakers before the
event even occurred.
We desperately need peace in the
world today not a peace built on
strength, military superiority and
selfishness, but a peace built onjustice, trust and love for all people
of the world. This was the true
message of the 1982 Peacemaking
Symposium.
cmay newcomer
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- Dorothee Solle of Union Theological Seminary was a participant
in last week's Peacemaking Symposium panel discussion on "Militar- -'
ixation of Human Society' Photo by Mike Vetaff. -
BY TIMOTHY SPENCE
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Footlick:
'We Try To Be
Jerrold Footlick, Senior Editor of
Newsweek magazine and an alumni
trustee of the College, spoke last
Saturday at a Peacemaking Sym-
posium workshop dealing with the
media and militarism.
Saying that the role of the media
in reporting military as well as
other issues is to report and "some-
times analyze." Footlick also said
that reporting "does inevitably
play some kind of role in effecting
things."
--
-. Footlick said that a medium like
Newsweek, which boasts sales of
nearly three million weekly, does
not have "overwhelming influence
by any means" on issues of the
day, though with certain "major
and special controversial topics,
our reporting does inevitably play
some kind of role in affecting
things, but' we would like to think
that it is less rather than more." -
Television, Footlick said, has a
much greater impact on affecting
viewing audiences "where the
mere fact of television cameras on
a scene changes the whole struc-
ture of an event"
Citing the Watergate controversy
of the early 1970s, Footlick said
that while the media were blamed
for creating a bad image of former
President Richard Nixon and Vice
President Spiro Agnew; it was
"their weaknesses, their criminali-
ty which ultimately brought them
down." .
Solle : 'We Are Not At Peace
BY KAREN SAPIO
"We can no longer take the
luxury of calling the state of affairs
in which we live Peace," declared
Dorothy Solle speaking at Convoca-
tion Friday as part of Wooster's
second Peacemaking Symposium.
Solle's lecture, entitled "The
Arms Race Kills Even Without
Wars," stressed her firm belief
that the current state of interna-
tional affairs is anything but peace-
ful. Today's constantly escalating
arms race is, she states, "an or-
ganized lack of peace which leads
slowly into the type of war in which
we are living now." And confront-
ing the arms race has become the
major political and cultural issue of
recent years.
It was NATO's 1979 decision to
base MX and cruise missiles in
Western Europe which moved
Solle, a mother, theologian, poet,
author, and socialist to dedicate
her life to the cause of world peace.
She believes it is vital for us to
realize that war is not something
which may happen sometime in the
future, but that "The bombs are
falling NOWl!" -
One place in which she asserts
that these bombs are falling is on
the poor of the third 'world. These
people may suffer .from lack of
proper medical care and adequate
medical attention at best, or die of
starvation at worst because so
much of the developed jiations'
resources are tied up in continuing
an arms race which, already pro-
vides enough power to kill everyone
on earth many times and is de-
signed to protect a priveleged way
of life which these people can never
hope to know, Solle said.
The bombs are also falling on the
poor and underpriveleged of the
rich, developed countries. Massive
domestic spending on a military
build-u-p, Solle explains, leads to
cuts in the funds for poverty and
hunger relief, education, and pro-
grams for the handicapped or disa-
bled.
Solle compared what , most of
today's' government officials call
'peace' with the Pax Rom ana of
Biblical times. Just like the Roman
peace which was only referred to
as such by the Roman elite who
profltted by the Roman system of
tyranny and oppression, today's
Peace can only be called peace by
the priveleged members of modern
western society who gain for the
proverty and misery, of the rest of
the world. "
She contrasts this with the Pax
Christi, the peace of Christ, which
is built upon justice and teaches us
to fear and trust God above all
things. The arms race, Solle states,
teaches us to fear and . trust the
bomb above all things. It is Hitler's
final solution on a global scale.
The third place in which Solle
feels the bombs of today's war are
falling is in the minds of the
world's people. She states, "The
military spirit and its dominance in
oar society damages an aspects of
public and private life."
Militarism has made the Biblical
story of Cain and Abel the basic
fact of our society. As Cain's tech-
nology becomes more and more
advanced, we have only two human
choices; to be either Cain, the
aggressor, of Abel, the victim. A
reflection of this, she. asserts, is
that over 50 of the world's scien-
tists are giving their lives' work to
the war industry. The bombs have
fallen, she claims, into the minds of
those who have chosen to work for
death.
- Solle also sees male dominance
in our society as a major block to
world peace. A world history
cleansed of women will only lead to
a Cain vs. Abel alternative. Peace
needs women to work for it, to
believe in it; not to love the bomb,
but to love love. .
Finally. Solle explains, there is
an existential dimension involved
in. becoming a peacemaker, a turn-
ing point which becomes a point of
no return.' Peacemaking cannot be
business as usual or a- - series of
good deals-- . You cannot build peace
on business you have to risk a
little bit more and make creating
peace your way of life, Solle said.
"We (the news media) had an
influence, but we didn't have quite
the influence that was suggested,"
Footlick said of Watergate.
Footlick also used Watergate as
an example of the working associa-
tion which can exist between the
press and government. Though
the media has been credited with
exposing Watergate corruption,
"we couldn't possibljNiave.done it
without the courts, and the courts
couldn't have done it without the
media, and it seems to me that is
the American way." - --
- Addressing a question concerning
the influence of the press on shap-
ing public opinion, Footlick reiter-
ated the idea that "we have a force
in influencing the public." but he
said the press does not wield the
influence of the "President of the
United States, especially one as
persuasive as a president like Ron-
ald Reagan."
About fairness in media, Footlick
said: "Like beauty, it is in the eye
of the beholder."
But. "If both sides think you're
unfair, then you've written a fair
story."
Footlick noted during his work-
shop on media that he has been
assigned the post of managing edi-
tor of Newsweek On Campus, a
special quarterly publication print-
ed by Newsweek and distributed to
some 50 college campuses nation-
wide.
At present. Footlick said the
campus-oriente- d news magazine is
reporting on the nuclear freeze
movement at colleges and universi-
ties across the country. He noted
that "on practically every campus.
Fecit- -
Remington
there is a very devoted core who
are involved in the nuclear mov-
ement"
Students, though, are not "neces-
sarily involved" in this movement
Footlick noted, citing studies News-
week has done. The main activists,
he said, are "the scientific commu-
nity and the religious community."
"Students are not turned on to
this the way others are," Footlick
said, suggesting that "undergradu-
ates are more concerned about
getting jobs in industry, not under-
mining these industries."
In response to a question by one
member of the audience, Footlick
did say that students in Europe are
much more involved in the peace
movement "and much more radi-
cal."
Asked by another woman audi-
ence member what the media for-se- es
in the future, Footlick said: "
'Wow'! is my only answer.
"The media is just trying to do
its' job. There is no what the media
thinks about the future'." - . '
One man, citing a Voice editorial
which refered to Footlick as "level-
headed," asked: "Can Newsweek
go down the lines boldly marching
through the middle?"
Footlick, earning laughs from the
audience by-readin- g lines from the
editorial, said of his publication.
"We are not an advocacy journal."
Moreover, "We are really the
freest press there is. and it is not to(the media's) credit it is to the
government's the constitution's
credit" Footlick said about thepress in general. -
Additionally. Footlick said, "We
try to be fair.". -
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Forest: Donders SuggestsTeachers Take Role
'A World Of Creation, In Peacemaking
BY KAREN SAPIO
In Search of Human Justice.
Taking as the title of his lecture the
theme of Wooster's Second Peace
Symposium, Jim Forest spoke in
HcGaw last Saturday morning of a
world community which will have
out-grow- n hoarding and will be
based on creation.
"We are not sure how to get
there, but we are searching for the
way as if our lives depended on it,
for they do. People all over the
earth have decided to work towards
a world which they will be able to
share with their grandchildren, and
which their grandchildren, in turn,
will be able to share with their
children." A lecture on this way of
thinking, says Forest, may well be
called "Practical Dreaming 101."
But this type of dreaming is a
prophetic dreaming like the
dreams of Joseph in the Genesis
story. Joseph the dreamer, he ex-
plains was also a practical man
a survivor of murderous brothers
who, as one of the most powerful
men in Pharoh's Egypt, eventually
becomes their rescuer. So to dream
in this Biblical sense, explains For-
est, is a glimpse of God's kingdom,
a warning, and a prophecy.
This type of dreaming can also
be dangerous. Forest reminds the
audience of Martin uitner iung,"
have a dream!"
But, states Forest, the dreams of
the Peace Symposium are practical
dreams for practical people. To-
day's dangers come from the
"sane" non-dreamer- s, and anti--
dreamers who insist on subjecting
the world to the nuclear threat
Forest also emphasizes the in-
tensely religious aspect of peace-
making. Peacemakers, he states,
can look to Jesus as one who truly
rejected the symbols of power val-
ued by the world. Christ was a man
of no party. As seen in his parable
of the Good Samaritan, which For-
est suggests, may be translated
today into the story of the Good
Community. When looking at the
situation of the world today in the
WALNUT &
light of scriptural teaching, states
Forest," I am astonished that peo
ple are not astonished!"
The Church, then, is the boay
which can guide us in the daily
practice of heaven, whereas the
arms race can only lead us to Hell,
I am in Hell, when I hear that you
are hungry, and I buy a gun."
To become practical dreamers.
says Forest, we must go through
some very personal inner changes.
First, we must become personally
disarmed in our lives and our
relationships. We must do our
selves what we expect governments
to do later on. We must disarm our
way of thinking.
Second, we must allow a dimen
sion of outrage into our love. We
must become appalled when we
realize that we are living in a
society destitute of love. We must
also commit ourselves to nonviol
ence. As Martin Luther King has
said, "The choice is between non-
violence, and nonexistence."
Then, we must recognize and
confront our tribalism. We live in a
country where the flag is a more
decisive symbol than the cross, and
where we politically dehumanize
those who are not American.
Finally, says Forest, we must
alter our concepts of time. We need
to think in cathedral terms. Peace-
making is not a summer project or
a Senior I.S. We must become like
Johnny Appleseed who planted the
seeds for trees which he knew be
might never see. Forest tells us,
"We must become known as a
people of hope."
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WOOSTER, OHIO 44691
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BY GARTH KATNER
Although peace was the major
theme of the Peace Symposium this
last weekend, its organizers includ-
ed workshops which dealt with a
variety of themes from a discussion
of the Reagan Administration's
budget policies to a presentation of
songs related to peace issues and
nuclear disarmament
One workshop in particular dealt
with what educators can do, both
personally and professionally, to
become activeparticipants in.
peace. Lead by Thomas Foley and 1
Joseph Donders, this workshop, en-
titled "Educating For Peace: A
Workshop on the Curriculum," also
explored the use of peace-relate-d
issues and materials which could
be used in the classroom at various
levels of the educational process.
Joseph Donders, chaplain - and
Professor of Philosophy at the Uni-
versity of Nairobi in Kenya, and
Thomas Foley, legal advisor for the
Peace People in Northern Ireland
guided this collection of more than
40 college professors, administra-
tors and public school teachers
along the various topics discussed
during the two-ho- ur workshop.
These educators pointed out that
media and curriculum materials
for peace are still very, hard to
find. Though many organization
exist which do provide such re
sources, there is no single list or
director which would improve their
availability. The public must learn
about the resources through word
of mouth or extensive research.
On the educational level, the
workshop sought out ways to incor-
porate peace issues into the class-
room. Since the memberswere
mostly college-oriente-d, emphasis
was placed on the college curricu-
lum. Some suggested that a Peace
Studies Major be instituted. Stu-
dents would then gain skills in
mediation, business affairs and la-
bor relations.
Others believed that such a pro-
gram could be implemented on an
inter-department- al basis. From a
libral arts standpoint of a well-round- ed
education, the issue of
peace could be covered in all sub-jects from economics to sociology.
For one must remember that the
peace issue cuts across evey aspect
of our lives. Obviously, the problem
to this approach would be the
difficulty in gaining support in all
departments.
Gaining support for getting peace
issues into the ciassroomwas also
discussed during the workshop. One
of the obstacles mentioned was that
administrators consider such pro-
grams as fads. Ifany believe that
their great expense would not be
offset by momentary success. In-
deed, a few administrators present
attested to the difficulties encoun-
tered in gaining support and imple-
menting Peace Studies Programs
at their colleges.
By the end of the workshop, over
10 topics has been discussed includ-
ing Peace Studies in the Third
World, the Socialization of Peace at
all age levels, and teacher training.
Unfortunately, as one participant
stated, "The workshop has raised
more questions than it has
Rep. Ralph Regula (R-Ohi- o) spoke to a panel discussion last
Friday via telephone hook-u- p between Washington and Wooster.
Regula, who was unable to be in Wooster because Congress was still
in session, discussed "The Militarization of Human Society" along
with WalterOwensby and Dorothee Solle.
Peacemakers Announce Rallies
BY DAVID WARD
Westminster Peacemakers, in
continuing their work for the Bilat-
eral Nuclear Weapons Freeze, are
sponsoring trips to several major
peace events in Ohio. The events,
sponsored by Ashland College,
Physicians for Social Responsibility
and Baldwin Wallace College, are
art of a state-wid- e campaign thatEas secured more than 180,000 sig-
natures for the Bilateral Freeze
--from Ohio residents.
On Sunday, Oct. 17, members of
the Cleveland Orchestra and Mus-
icians Against Nuclear Arms(MANA) will present a benefit
conceit In support of the " non-
partisan, educational and outreach
activities of both the Physicians for
Social Responsibility and the Cleve-
land Nuclear Weapons Freeze
Campaign. Joel Levi will conduct
with contralto Maureen Forester,
cellist Leonard Rose and violinist
Shlomo Mintz participating. Eighty
members of the orchestra are con-
tributing their talents "to help
avoid the everlasting silence of
nuclear extinction." Tickets begin
at $25 and may be obtained from
the Severance Hall box office or by
caUingWestminster Peacemakers
at ext. 2333.
The Peacemakers will also spon-
sor a trip to Ashland College on
Monday, Nov. 8, to hear Dr. Helen
Caldicott speak on the medical
consequences of nuclear war. Dr.
Caldicott is the President of Physi-
cians for Social Responsibility, an
international organization of doc
tors and medical personnel com-
mitted to the elimination of nuclear
weapons. Tickets are $3 and must
be ordered soon from the Peace-
makers. They will coordinate rides
to Ashland College for this impor-
tant event. -
Other events to which the Peace-
makers are going include a Charlie
King conceit on Friday, Oct 15, in
Cleveland Heights. King, recently
heard during the Peace Sympos-
ium, will present a benefit concert
for the Perry Legal defense fund, a
coalition of antinuclear groups sup-
porting the legal intervention
against the operating . license . for
the Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Coretta Scott King will speak at
Baldwin Wallace College on "Ideals
and Actions for a Nonviolent Revo-
lution" on Wednesday, Oct 20.
More information may be obtained
by calling Peace with Justice 828-235- 8.
And finally, the Peacemakers
will attend a Peaee Dinner spon-
sored by the Ohio Nuclear Weapons
Freeze Campaign honoring pil-
grims from' the Trident Submarine
Base in Seattle as they travel to the
Holy Land. -- The dinner boasts a 200
foot long Atomic Submarine Sand-
wich and will give peacemakers an
opportunity to talk with the pil-
grims and peacemakers from
around the state. The Dinner will
be held on Friday, Oct 15, in
Columbus in conjunction with the
State Freeze meeting on Saturday,
Oct 18. Any interested students are
Continued on Page 7
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Dorothee Solle of Union Theological Seminary
was a participant on a panel discussion held last --
Friday in: McGaw ChapeL The panel, which dis-
cussed the "Militarization of Human Society,"
.'
' V included Bep. Ralph Regula and Joseph Donders.
'H.'. :'?Y The moderator, seated at right, is Professor Mark
v"'iw"1 Weaver of the Department of Political Science.VJTT Photo by Mike Veloff.
Foley : Media And Militarism
BT DAVID SIMMONS
MEDINA' A channel, method,
or system of communica-tion,informatio- n,
or entertainment.
VIOLENCE Exertion of any
physical force so as to injure or
abuse. Injury in the form of revok-
ing, repudiation, distortion, infr-
ingement, or irreverence to a thing,
notion, or quality fitly valued or
observed.
In the workshop entitled "Media
and Militarism I: Forming Atti-
tudes and Behavior," Thomas Fol-
ey led a discussion which examined
the types of media, the definition
and purposes of media, and the use
of media , to form- - pubic opinion
about violence in the world.
Foley is the legal advisor to the
Peace People, a Peace movement
emphasizing nonviolence in North-
ern Ireland. He has. done many
studies on the problems of violence
and oppression in Northern Ireland
and has strived to offer nonviolent
solutions to these problems.
Foley's workshop centered
around the coverage and presenta-
tion of an event Concerning , the
role of media, "yellow journalism,"
or the sensationalistic coverages of
key events to create emotional
response and attract readers, and
the political use of media coverage
to form political opinion About is-
sues were topics that were brought
up. In the course of the workshop,
the use of violence in media was
brought forward as a means of
gaining public sympathydisgust
with the conditions of the event A
question that comes to my mind is
"Where does the media draw the
line when the media's purpose is to
record and report acts of violence
which are news?" -
Is sue --oriented news programs,
such as Sixty Minutes, Twenty-Twent- y
and documentaries have
notoriously been accused of twist-
ing facts, and glossing over other
facts and interviews. Foley recog-
nized this as poor journalistic
practice because the role of the
media is not one of interpretation
of a key event but; rather, one of
factual reporting. He gave several
examples of a good documentary.
Foley claimed that in order for a
presentation to be fair, one must
work from reliable sources, present
an equitable view on the issue
1
Jim Forest of Holland lectured
Symposium. Photo by Jill Bradford.
being presented, and to document
and validate any claims made in
the presentation.
From this workshop, certain
premises and. observations were
made.
First it is necessary to have
media to inform us of presentev-ent- s.
Secondly, the media possesses
the ability to present a factual and
interpretative role in presenting an
event Third, the media can be a
useful political device in exploiting
a situation or the same media can
be exploited by a political interest
group in covering a certain event
Fourth, the media, operating on a
dependence for readership, tends to
write popular things in order to
attract readers. -
Y
at last week's Peacemaking
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In Search Off
In Guinea
78 PoliticalPrisoners
Believed Killed In Jail
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By Amnesty International
Amnesty International on Tues-
day, October. 5, 1982, named 78
political prisoners it believes have
died in Guinean prisons and called
on the government to account for
them and some 2,800 others who
i
SENEGAL
BISSAU
Conakry
U SIERRA
LEONE
ATLANTIC OCEAN
have "disappeared since their ar
rest in the 1970's."
Many are believed dead as a
result of execution, torture, deliber
ate starvation and inhuman prison
conditions. Amnesty International
said it had specific reports on the
deaths of each of the 78 named on a
list submitted to the Guinean au
thorities last year.
Of some 4.000 prisoners reported
to have been arrested for political
reasons from 1969 to 1978, about 100
were said by the authorities to have
been executed and up to 1,000 are
believed to have been released. The
fate of approximately 2,900 most
of them never tried is unknown.
But a representative of Amnesty
International saia earlier mis
week,. "We have no recent reports
of any of them being seen alive in
custody. These obviously have to be
the eravest fears lor tnem." -
The movement has received reli-
able reports that some prisoners
died after bieng put on --wnat was
known in the prisons as the black
diet denial of food and water
until death. This was reported to
have happened to prisoners who
failed to "confess" under torture.
Many were secretly executed. On
the night of January 25, 1971. large
numbers of political detainees were
taken from prisons all over Guinea
and never seen asain.
Many others, underfed and usual
ly lacking any medical care, are
believed to have died of malnutri-
tion and disease.'
Amnesty International has re
ceived eyewitness testimony on fre
quent deaths of prisoners neid in
overcrowded, unsanitary conditions
at Camp Boiro in Conakry, camp
Human Jusflico
Kerne. Bouraima in Xindia, and.
elsewhere during the 1970's..
In 1978, some 500 members of the
Peuhl ethnic minority were arrest-- .
ed after the announcement of an
unsuccessful attempt to assassinate
MALI
ber of the PeuhL Among those who
"disappeared" after arrest was
Diallo Telli, former Guinean am-
bassador to the United Nations and
the first Secretary-Gener- al of the
Organization of African Unity(OAU). --
The fate
.
of the "disappeared"
- J wj A 1 --Iwu one ox we luojecu ruseu oy
two Amnesty International dele-
gates who visited Conakry from
December 16-2-3, 1981 and met gov-
ernment leaders, including Presi-
dent Sekou Toure. A representative
of the movement said . today that
the mission, its first contact with
Guinean authorities in nearly 15
years, was an Important and wel- -;
come development but that the .
authorities failed to shed light on '
the "disappeared." -
Nuke Freeze
Rallies Slated
Cociisned from Pax
encouraged to call Westminster
Church House, ext 23S8.
Interested students, faculty and
local reidents are invited to work
with Westminster Peacemakers on
the Bilateral Nuclear -- Weapons
Freeze and attend their meetings
on Wednesday at 4 p--m. in West
minster Church House. The group,
affirms their Christian witness to'
peacemaking in their social, educa-- i
tional and political activities and
welcomes other peacemakers tojoin them. . ;. --, ." --; - y
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Freeman Sees Need
For Library Expansion
Continued from Page 1
now stands, thus creating inconven-
ience for the patron.
Compact storage is the sixth
proposal This system works on the
theory that aisles are the biggest
waste of space in a library facility.
Compact storage would require a
series of shelf units set on tracks.
When not in use, the shelf units can
be stored against a wall. But when
a book is needed the library matron
would push a button at the appro-
priate position, electronically mov-
ing the shelf units apart, thereby
performing an aisle for retrieval of
materials.
This system would provide stor-
age for approximately 75,000 more
volumns than the library could
accommodate today, and would ex-
tend shelf space for a period of
between five and 10 years.
Drawbacks of the compact stor-
age system include costs in excess
of $200,000 plus excessive weight
The system would only be able to
be installed in the basement (Level
One) of the library structure as its
existing form would not support the
weight on a suspended floor.
Study space is essential in the
library. Freeman emphasizes - his
desire to continue to be able to
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afford study space for the students
at the College of Wooster. As it is
now, Andrews library can offer 30-3-1
of the student body study
space. Study space includes large
tables and carrels. To cut into the
study space would be an injustice
to the student body, especially sen-
iors who are involved in LS.
projects. Freeman said.
It is with a sense of impending
urgency that Freeman feels, that
the College should address itself to
this problem before members of
the student body feel the effects of
a storage deficiency. He goes on to
say that the College must act now
while there is still plenty of time.
Unless action is taken within the
next few years, it is very possible
that Wooster could be faced with
"serious problems by the time the(current) freshmen graduate."
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Russian Professor Joel WCHnson delivered Wednesday's comro-caatt-on
entitled "My, What Big Ears Yam Have..." Photo by Mike
VetofL ..
Students Urged To Consider
Medical Alert
How many students do you know
who leave their residence for a
daily run without any identifica-
tion? How many of your fellow
classmates have a special medical
condition, like diabetes or medica-
tion allergies, which should be
known in an emergency?
According to Dr. Malcolm Todd,
surgeon and past President of. the
American Medical Assn.. probably
20 of the college age population in
the United States has a condition
that needs to be known in a medi
cal emergency.
"Fatal mistakes., unnecessary or
improper treatment'ean be admin-
istered under emergency conditions
y , -
if the special medical condition of
the victim is unknown," Todd says.
He suggests that anyone with a
special medical condition wear a
Medic Alert bracelet or necklace.
Recent estimates by the nonprofit
Medic Alert organization indicate
that the system has played an
important role in life-savi-ng situa-
tions approximately 2,000 times
during the past year. -
"Medic Alert is the most simple
and efficient emergency medical
identification and information sys-
tem that can be devised," accord-
ing to Todd.
Each member of Medic Alert
receives an annual update on their
Emblem
wallet card, which serves as a
reminder, for the individual to
make changes in the information, if
necessary.
The Medic Alert bracelet or neck-
lace has engraved on it the mem-
ber's identification number, their
special medical condition and a 24
hour collect phone number to Med-
ic Alert's emergency information
center. In case of an accident or
sudden illness, a phone call to a
trained operator at the center will
provide authorized personnel with
the member's vital emergency
medical information- - within few
seconds. Other important data
about the patient, the name of the
family physician, blood type and
insurance information can also be a
part of the member's Medic Alert
file, for example.
"The more we know about a
victim in an emergency the quicker
and more efficiently we are able to
treat the person. Medic Alert is an
important adjunct to providing
sound emergency medical care,"
Todd added.
For information write Medic
Alert. Turlock, California 95381 or
call their toll-fr- ee number 800-344-322- 8.
or in California, Alaska and
Hawaii call 208-688-33- 33.
Regional offices are located in
New York City. Chicago. Salt Lake
City and Orlando.
- - -
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Richard Flgge, professor of German, plays Clarence Darrow in
the one-m- an performance about the famoos attorney. Annetta
Jefferson directs. "Clarence Darrow" begins tonfit in rreedlander
at 8:15. '
Flair Travol
Consultants
346 C Covrssca t.
VSoeztzr
or Your Convenience
Just Off Tim Collage Campus
'Thanksgiving Is coming
to mofce your rosorvellom now.
laat the rush.
CALL
264-050- 5
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Homecoming Activities Are Many
BY JANE BUD D
Kick oft your shoes, take a break
rom the books, and look at what's
appening in the next few days.
urine the 64th annual Homecomj
hg Weekend at Wooster.
one or the major events of all of
his hoop-l-a will be the annual
arade. leaving from the Memorial
Walkway in front of Lowry Center
at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow; Prizes for
the best float and the best clown
will be awarded during the half-tim-e
show at the football game.
Also presented will be the award
we have Hi beenanxiously awaiting
this week: Outstanding Senior Man
and Woman. Wooster students vot- -
ed yesterday from among five men
and five women chosen earlier in
the week. The candidates are: Lis-s- a
Beatty, Libby Black. Becky
Bower. Krystin Buckey, Jenny Sai-
lers. Mike Appel, Ed Esber, Bill
Levis ay, Chris Thomas, and .Tom
Van Cleef.
The Fighting Scots will face Capfc
tal University at 1:30 tomorrow.
Following the game, fans can enjoy
cider and doughnuts while the Scot
Band gives a serenade on the
Lowry Center-Patio- .
Most of the other athletes on
campus will be kept busy this
weekend. At 4:00 tomorrow, the
soccer team-wi- ll host Oberlin Col-
lege. Both the men's and women's
Cross Country teams will hold
meets, the women hosting ML Un-
ion, Denison, and Marietta in the
Wooster Invitational at 10 a.m. and
the men running against Muskin-
gum College at 11 a.m. The Scotties
Volleyball team will play in a
tournament against Oberlin and
Wittenberg at 1 p.m.
The variety of evening entertain-
ment available both tonight and
tomorow night should keep the
weekend rolling smoothly. The
S.A.B. Films Committee has ob-
tained Chariots of Fire and will
show it at- - 7 and 9:30 p.m. in
Mateer on both nights. Admission
is$l.
The Theatre Department will
present Prof. Richard Figge of the
German Department in the one-ma- y
play, Clarence Darrow, direct-
ed by Prof. Annetta Jefferson.
Ticket? are still available for the
show, which will be in Freedlander
Theatre at :15 p.m. tonight and
tomorrow.
The Wooster Art Center will
sponsor the Newport Jazx Festival
All-Sta-rs at 8 p.m. Saturday in
McGaw Chapel Tickets are still
available and will be sold at the
door.
Now whoever said there was
nothing to do in Wooster on
weekend.?
-- J
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"Lawn Chair," created by David CapoOzpo, Junior at tie
College, is on dlrplay in the Oak Grove ootsUe Severance art
btaSdktg. Photo by JZ1 Bradford. , .. .
COLLEGE POETRY REVIEW
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS w
The closing date for the submission of manuscripts by College Students la
November 5
ANY STUDENT attending either Junior or senior college Is eligible to submit
his verse. There Is no limitation as to form or theme. Shorter works are pre-
ferred because of space limitations. - c ' 7i
Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on separate sheet,
bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the tudent and the COLLEGE
ADDRESS as well. 1 ;:, ,. :c;'J : i" :r . "J i'S -- .rv T
MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS. y ;
Box 218
NATIONAUPOETRY PRESS
A0Oora,Ca. 81331
146 SOUTH MARKET STREET . WOOSTER, OHIO . PHONE (216)263-080- 0
DINNER FOR 2 ! DINNER FOR 2 ! DINNER FOR 2
2 Homemade Lasagna dinners
includes salad bar & garlic bread
$9.99
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. mushrooms extra '
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Student Guides More Specialized
PROVIDENCE. RI (CPS) The
escalating cost of going to college
has raised student stress levels.
intensified competition for aid,- -
sparKea a nuge migration irum
private to cheaper public colleges
and, finally, produced something
brand new.
The ever-more-specializ- ed stu-
dent guide to choosing a college,
and then getting the most for the
student's money from it.
The once-exclusi- ve domain of
Barron's. College Board, Lovejoy's
and Peterson's guides to colleges
known as the Big Four in college
directory circles was invaded
earlier in 1982 by a couple of
irreverent, subjective entries.
Now students at two universities
are writing guides for certain kinds
of students.
This fall, Everywoman's Guide to
Colleges and Universities and The.
Black Student's Guide to Colleges
will debut at bookstores.
They are markedly different
from the Big Four which dryly
offer reams of studiedly objective
information on thousands of cam-
puses and the Yale Insider's
Guide to Colleges and the New
York Times' Selective Guide to
Colleges and Universities which
may poke fun at a school's quality
of teaching, criticize dull social
-- scenes, say bad things about curri-
cula, or even say if it's safe to eat
in the cafeterias.
-
"We just felt there was a need
for a no-nonse- nse guide for black
students,' says Barry Beckham,
the Brown University professor
who is editing the Black Student's
Guide. "A black student trying to
decide on a college could have no
idea about the environment, tone
and emotions of a campus from the
traditional college guide."
The Everywoman's Guide is also
"a very serious guide, filled with
straight-forwar- d information,"
says Arlene Winnick of the Femin-
ist Press, which publishes the book
from the State University of New
York-Ol- d Westbury.
BY WILLIAM L SCHREIBER
With the Bible and the Ausbund,
the Old Order Amish hymnbook,
most Mennonite families also own a
copy of the Martyrs' Mirror, the
account of the faithful who gave
their lives for their belief.
The history of the Mennonites
goes back to 1521-2- 5 in Zurich,
Switzerland, where the Swiss
Brethren" baptized each other as
the first Anabaptists. Persecution
resulted in the spread of this new
doctrine throughout all of Europe.
The summary record of the wit
nesses who had sacrificed their
lives for their new beliefs were
printed in Haarlem, Holland, in
1631 byHans Passchiera van West--
busch. His work bears the title
Martelaers Spiegel which has per
isted througout the intervening
three centuries to the lastest Amer
ican edition of 1973.
According to the Mennonite En
cyclopedia, the foreword of this
1631 edition is "a masterpiece of
style. It recounts the heroic stead
fastness of the martyrs in the face
of pain and death, praises the
arguments, their oral and written
statements, and finally refutes the
arguments of their judges in justi
fying the death sentences."
The first Reformation martyrs
treated in the book are Nans Koch
and Leonard Meister in 1524; the
last Anabaptist martyr is Hans
Landis. 1619. It is a voluminous
Both new guides used a combina-
tion of questionaires and essays to
compile their information.
Beckham and student interns
asked schools across the country
about the number of black students
and faculty members they had,
special minority student assistance
programs, and black student social
life.
Black students at each of the
schools also wrote essays, Beck-
ham says, to give potential enrol-lee- s
an idea .of the "general aca-
demic and social climate toward
blacks."
"We're not trying to be cute," he
says. "We're trying to be helpful.
We even scrapped the idea of
ranking the top 10 schools because
we felt it would detract from the
real purpose of the book."
Everywoman's editors sent ques
tionaires to over 3,000 colleges to
gather the information for the 582
listings in the book, Winnick says.
fcacn listing discusses such
things as the percentage of women
graduating in "non-traditiona- l"
majors, women's programs, the
number of female athletes, the
quality of campus security, as well
as information on special programs
and organizations for women.
"When you list all these things
together," Winnick says, "you
come up with an attitude of how a
campus feels about women. We
think it will answer a lot of ques-
tions that today's women are ask-
ing, or should be asking."
Tbe editors are counting on the
high cost of college to make the
guides successful, figuring people
will want more help in choosing a
college and spendmg a lot of money
on it A similar impulse has other
observers expecting a future full of
special guides to women's colleges,
colleges with extensive evening
programs, junior colleges and may- -
De even a gay students' guide.
Lovejoy's, which with 3,300 list
ings and over 2,000 pages is the
Diggest college guide of any type.
aiso sees room for the specialized
work with 56 pages of introduction,
864 pages of text and six pages of
index.
Thielman Jans van Braght of
Amsterdam, Holland, thought at
first of reediting the 1631 text.
Newly accumulated material made
him publish in 1660 what became
the standard source of all subse- -
The Story
Of A
Book
quent editions. Before the inherited
title Martyrs' Mirror he placed Her
Blogdige Tooneel, translated into
German as Blutiger Schauplatz and
in English The Bloody Theater.
Van Braght did not live to see a
second edition in 1865. He had died
in 1664. This second edition by an
anonymous editor differs little from
the first, but it is noteworthy for
the addition of 103 etchings. 49 in
Part I and 54 in Part II. by Jan
Luiken, renowned Amsterdam art-
ist The second edition with over
1,300 pages, including the,earliest
Mennonite confessions of Faith, is
exhibited here.
In 1748 appeared the first Ameri
can Edition of van Braght's Spie
guides.
"We don't really view them as
competition," says Rea Christoffer- -
son, Lovejoy's advertising director.
"We look at the specialized guides,
and even the general-intere- st sub-jective books like The Insider's
Guide and The Selective guide, as
supplements for students. Of
course, our's is the foundation."
"I think we're moving into a
situation where education is becom-
ing much more consumer-oriented- ,"
says Edward Fiske, New York
Times education editor and senior
editor of The Selective Guide to
Colleges.
"As the cost of college goes up.
people are becoming much more
choosey about where they'll spend
their hard-earne- d money."
The women's and black students'
guides, he says, "are two publica-
tions that are meeting a real
need."
In fact, the guides' biggest hurdle
hasn't been competition from other
guides. It's been a lack of coopera-
tion from the colleges they try to
profile.
When Black Students Guide sent
a questionaire to Harvard, for in-
stance, the college initially refused
to respond. Calling the questions
too subjective, Harvard said it and
all Ivy League schools only cooper-
ated with the Big Four as a matter
of policy.
"A lot of the schools wrote us and
said the questions required too
much work (to answer) and theyjust didn't have the spare time."
Winnick says.
Both Winnick and Beckham wor
ry that such reluctance might not
be more sinister than a mere lack
of time. "When you start asking
specific, subjective questions,"
Winnick says, "some administra-
tors get a little apprehensive. It
might just be easier to say "I don't
have the time,' especially if the
answers aren't something to be
proud of."
gel, as "the largest, and in some
respects, most remarkable book of
the colonial period" (Seidenstrick-er)- .
It took 15 monks of the Ephra-t- a
cloister three years to translate,
make the paper, print and bind the
voluminous folio of over 1,500
pages.
A second folio printing followed
in 1814 in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
More compact reprints followed
in 1849. Philadelphia; 1876, Elkhart.
Indiana; 1915, Scottdale, Pennsyl-
vania and 1973, Aylmer, Canada
and La Grange. Indiana.
The Spiegel was twice translated
into English in the U.S.A. under the
title The Bloody Theatre Or Mar-
tyrs' Mirrors, once in 1837 by I.
Daniel Rupp. published by David
Miller, near Lampeter Square,
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania,
and again translated from the orig-
inal Dutch of 1660 by Joseph F.
Sohm, Elkhart. Indiana. 1886. Nei-
ther translation is very popular
among the Amish.
Mr. Schrelber is an emeritus
professor of German who has writ
ten extensively about the Amish in
the Holmes. Wayne County area
He and his wife also direct Woos- -
ter's Summer In Vienna program.
Schreiber's collection of rare
books is currently on display in Tbe
Andrews Library.
HOMECOMING:
An Historical Essay
By JOANNA WESTERN
.
When we think of Homecoming,
we think of a crowded football
stadium on a brisk autumn day,
bonfires, pep rallies, bulky sweat-
ers and tailgate partis, as well as
mingling about with alumni who
have returned for the weekend. I
But in 1919, there were no station
wagons to lower the tailgates of
and set up picnics on, and the
students certainly didn't stand
about socializing with bloody mar-ie- s
in their hands, let alone dance
unchaperoned late in the- - evening
after the football game.
In 1919, however, there was the
beginning top what is now a well
established day and a half events
that highlight a big football game.
In 1919, the Student Senate sent out
the first invitations for the first
Homecoming at to Wooster to al-
umni and former students.
The first year, only about 100'
alumni were present, but the stadi-
um filled up to near capacity any-
way.
Two roots of Homecoming that
are still with us, the bonfire and the
pep-rall- y, were the key events of
the first Homecoming. President
Wishart spoke enthusiatically after
the game to usher in an evening of
student entertainment held in the
gymnasium. There were extensive
skits, consisting mainly of a jovial
parody of the faculty, as well as
much-rehears- ed musical entertain-
ment -
The spirits of the evening were
generally high, considering that the
Wooster football team had just
done in the afternoon's opposing
team. Case Western, by the gener-
ous margin of 26-- 0. Or to quote the
old "Voice" issue thatcovered that
particular game, 26 to goosegg. At
the time of homecoming, Wooster
was well into the season with a
shining record, with such victories
behind them as 57-- 0 over Baldwin-Wallac- e
college, and 47-- 0 over Hi-
ram, all under the leadership of
Coach L. C. Boles.
Only one year later, over 3,500
invitations were sent out, more
seats were reserved in the stadium,
and Wooster efficiently beat Ober-li- n
19-- 0, and the ritual of Homecom-
ing began to establish itself.
With the growing alumni force,
the duration of homecoming length-
ened slightly and more events ma-
terialized to keep the numbers en--
S.G.A.
Briefs
Do you have an interest or con-
cern that you think the Student
Government Association should be
involved in? The General Assembly,
of the Student Government Associa-
tion meets on Monday evenings at
7:30 in the Lowry Center ballroom.
All are welcome to attend.
On Sunday, October 17th, at 7:30
p.m.. the General Assembly will be
meeting in the pit in Lowry Center.
The purpose of this meeting is to
discuss the curriculum for next
year. Vivian Holliday and the Edu-
cational Affairs Committee will be
present to answer any questions.
All students are encouraged to
attend.
Any campus
.
organization that
tertained.
It wasn't untO 1932 that dancin
was introduced to the homecomin
rituaL There was concern amon
the administrationover the propiet
of unchaperoned dancing. After tb
majority of the student body r
quested permission to hold regula
dances (with much persistence).
was finally granted. The soci;
barriers were eased a little, an
now dancing could occur in a n
laxed and frivolous atmosphen
Soon it was established that
dance would be held the evenin
after the game, the now tradition,
time for a dance. -
Around the same time, the Sti
dent Senate decided to hold
Homecoming play of a more ser
ous nature, and in the precedin
years various fraternities too
turns performing. When the prefei
ence for more lighthearted activ
ties became evident this ritu;
ended.
As the years progressed, the tw
day events schedule became fullei
which helped the school by keepin
the crowds preoccupied befor
Wooster became a booming m
tropolis. There were not enoug
hotels and inns to host the crowd:
and many freshman as well a
upperclassmen volunteered thei
rooms for the guests and slept e
masse in the gymnasium. Fortui
ateiy. tnere is no longer any nee
for such abandonment of room
bystudents.
The approaching Homecomin
will still focus on the football gam
being played on Saturday aftei
noon, as it did 64 years ago. Bv
there is also an alumni socce
game, as well as many spectato
sports. There will be open bouses i
sections, and invarious academi
departments as well. In the eve
ning, the Newport Jazz Festive
All-Sta-rs will be playing in McGa
Chapel, and the Homecomin
dance will be held in the Lowr
Center ballroom.
Our team may not be known an:
longer as the "Presbyterian Steam
rollers," as they were in 1919, but i
is the same spirit that will presid
as the students, alumni, and vis
tors watch Wooster's Fightin.
Scots in a packed Severance Stad
um earn a deserved victory ove
capital university.
Maybe even 26 to goosegg.
has not contacted Libby Blacl
about participating in an UmbrelL
Sunnort promt.. nlx dn an soon
Black is in the Student Government
Association omce every weexaa
irvm noon w i p.m.
WCWS Symposium Broadcasts
Rebroadcast of the Peace Svm
posium convocation by Doroth
Solle and interviews with sympos
mm participants will be broadcast
starting next week, on Tuesday:
and Thursdays, from 10-1-1 a.m.
and from 7-7:- 30 o.m. on W.C.W.S.
Also, rebroadcasts of convocatior
and interviews with convocatior(and speakers at other campu
events) will be regularly broadcas
on W.C.W.S. Thursdays from 6-7:- 3(1p.m.
THE WOOSTER VOICE
Sports
Scots Lose By One
To Ranked Malone
BY DON SANDFORD
On October 2, the Fighting Scots
soccer team faced nationally
ranked Malone College here at
Wooster.
A lack of communication in front
of the Wooster goal-mon- th resulted
in an easy first goal for the visi-
tors.
From that point on, the game
was played almost exclusively
around the midfield and neither
goalie was really tested.
In the second half of play, a
tripped player inside of the Wooster
box resulted in a second easy goal
for Malone, coming off of the penal-
ty kick.
Finally, with little time left to
play, a Steve Goodwin corner kick
set up George Mauser and he
headed one in to bring the score to
2-- 1. It was too late in the game for
the Scots to be able to score again
and the 2-- 1 score stood.
Women, Men
Compete Hard
At Oberlin
BY ERIC LAPP
On Saturday, October 2, the
Fighting Scots' men and women
cross-countr- y teams dazzled both
Kenyon and Oberlin in a devastat-
ing race, held at Oberlin College.
Running a grueling race, the wom-
en's cross-countr- y team won a deci-
sively close victory over Kenyon
ana uoerunr.
Edging-ou-t their opponents by
one point, the women's cross-countr- y
team expressed much pleasure
in the final score. Finishing second
in the race, Theresa De Guzman
led her teammates with a time of
nineteen minutes and fifteen see
onds. Liz Morgan, Amy Smith,
Mandy Burr, and Amy COimburg
followed closely behind De Guzman
while Jean DanowsU, Peggy Elder,
Bev Roberts, Sue Loux, Dawn .
Haghighi, and Connie Kier main
tained the race'i competitiveness.
r Although finishing a distant last,the men's cross-count- ry team left
Oberlin in high spirits.-Lowerin- g
their times substantially, the men's
team proved that they had the will
power and the strength to run a
successful race.
Two Wooster men, Dave Means
and Earle Wise, broke the thirty
minute mark for five miles. Follow-
ing Means and Wise, Al Jacobsen,
Doug Kier, Ken GodlewskL and
Deryck Livingston ran enthusiasti-
cally through Oberlin's splendid
course complete with cinder roads,
deep reservoirs, and dense woods.
Malone Coach Jon Jenny com-
mented on the same: "We earn In
here fired ud and exsectin? apretty good fight from Wooster.
Thev made ns work and we Inst ant
more breaks than thev did. I am
really surprised at their record
after playing them. They aregood."
Wooster's Coach Bob Nye added,
'It was one of our het nivHgames and it is a sham that a fw
errors proved to be so costly."
The Scots face Oberlin this Satur-day at 3:30 and then on the 13th
they will sro against the Trrf nf
Kenyon at 4:30. Both games are at
home and all are welcome to
c:::oro ensvn
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E.A.C. Requests Input
On Education Matters
Continued from Page 1.
voting rights with the faculty, so
they are heard and influence major
decisions.
Of course, for them to represent
the student body effectively, we
students must come to them with
our suggestions. The following is a
list of the committees and their
student representatives:
ADMISSIONS: Anne Harbottle.
John Wilkinson; ACADEMIC
STANDARDS: Lori Birkenberger.
Doris Wenger; ATHLETICS:
Becky Bower. Peter Meyers: CUL-
TURAL EVENTS: Nancy Davidi-a- n.
Lee Reynolds; INTERNATION-
AL EDUCATION: Pam Guye.
Diane Weiss; LIBRARY: Susannah
Bowne. Beth Novak; PUBLICA- -
5
3sjTv3r
HONS: Ronna Halbgewachs, Mar-
ry Workman; STATUS OF WOM-
EN: Mark Bigos, Barb Oetting;
UPPERCLASS PROGRAMS: An-
drea Aikin, Carol Custer; EDUCA-
TIONAL POLICY: Rose Weiler,
Paula Youngeberg.
Everyone is strongly encouraged
to go to them with suggestions and
or questions for and about their
committees. The representatives
want to represent the whole student
body.
Several times each quarter, un-
der the leadership of the Student
Government Association vice-preside- nt(Rose Weiler). the EAC meets
to discuss what has been going on
in the faculty committees, and to
work on other projects concerning
educational affairs in general. This
fall the big project is the change
from the quarter to the semester
system.
The student representatives are
working on fractional course offer-
ings. Fractional courses may be
worth . K, or V4 credit, and
students may have up to 2 course
units of them credited toward the
minimum of 32 credits required for
graduation.
The exception to this is the B.A.
in Music. Fractional courses will
nrnviri prp mtpr variptv in course
loads, and also an interesting
change-of-pac- e for students and
professors.
The EAC is seeking ideas for
these courses- - from students in or-
der to help the faculty decide what
to offer. This is an opportunity for
"HEY SCOTS FOOTBALL TEAM,
if you win Saturday
Spiro wlli give 5 large pizzas!"
MATSOS FAMILY RESTAURANT
154 West Liberty Street
Wooster, Ohio 44691
(216) 264-880- 0
HOURS
Sunday Noon -- 11:00 p.m.
Mon-Thur- s. 11 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. - midnight
With the purchase of any four pizzas
rocoive a fifth pizza freo from Spiro.
- iiSnlra makes the best pizza from here to
Naples."-Robe- rt Klein from The Washington
Post.
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any student to have a direct input
into the new curriculum! For this
purpose, suggestion forms are
available in the S.G.A. office (next
to C.P.P.S.). at the front desk, and
from EAC members. These forms
ask for a description of the course,
what department(s) it would fall
under, and what portion of a credit
it would be assigned.
If you are interested in fractional
courses, or especially if you have
an idea of a particular one you'd
like to see offered. PLEASE take
the time to complete the suggestion
form and return it to Rose Weiler
at the S.G.A. Office or Box C-30- 18
by Friday, October 22.
Finally, so that everyone can be
aware of what is going on in the
change from quarters to semesters,
on Sunday, Oct 17, the Student
Government Association will hold a
special open meeting in the pit at
7:00 to discuss this. EAC members
and Vivian Holliday will be present
to explain the change and to an-
swer questions. Everyone is invited
to attend and to learn more about
it
Mask Workshop
To Be Held
At Art Center
To help with that ever thought
provoking
. iob of deciding on a
Halloween costume, the Art Center
is offering a one day workshop for
adults and young people.
On Saturday. Oct IS from 9 a.m
noon Luanne lloffett of Wooster
will teach the technique of making
plaster casting material masks
using an actual face as tne iorm.
Pain tin and finishing touches will
be demonstrated in class so masks
can be completed at home.
Register at the Art Center on E
University St anytime before Oct
16. Price 618.
For more information call 264--
8596.
Do you have any questions about
the photo equipment you brought
from home?
Slop ki any time end get mtonrs it
SNYDER CAMERA
SHOP
1821 Cleveland Road,
across from the hospital
MACCTOOCa
CHEESE rBTBOM SAUSAGE
MUSHROOM ANCH0V83
A1SO - UHSAKS) PIZZA TO GO
KESTAUfANT
COdCTA. LOUNGE
ORN WBKDATS S Ml TO I AM
IHDAY A SATURDAY S PM TO 2 AM
SUNDAY . CAHY-OU- T OUT
S PM TO 11 AM
OOSBTUtS
Williams Reflects On Life
In Northern Ireland
Continued from Page 1
death of three young children on a
Belfast street
"At home they call me "Auntie
Violent" she laughed, "which I
am. 1 think peace workers are far
too nice, we have to be a bit more
nasty and we have to have a bit
more thrust and lay it on the line.
We need a powerful voice ... a
voice that will say. 'Wait a wee
minute you're not speaking fori
me.
Further. Williams describes her-
self as a peace-activi- st a title she
can support with hard-hittin- g facts.
She said, "I don't write theses and
I don't give high-power- ed academic
lectures ... I am for actually get-
ting to grips with peacemaking "
She boasts an 84 decrease in
violence since the establishment of
the "Community of Peace People,"
an organization she started along
with Mairead Corrigan and Ciaran
McKeown in August 1976.
According to Williams, the orga-
nization is going stronger than ever
with even more dedicated people
wortana for them now.
As a result of her "action" ethic
a battered wives home and an
organization called "Lifeline" were
set up to help the victims of vio-
lence and their families on a long
term basis. They have managed
also to get many young people out
of terrorist organizations and into
new lives and have opened a trust
fund for war orphans.
Williams expressed her pride in
the opening of the very first inte
grated school lor catnoucs ana
Protestants tn. Beuast Lagan col
lege is a p re-fa-b built school with
an enrollment of 90 and a waiting
list of 300. said Williams.
Williams stressed the widespread
cooperation of the young people in
Ireland, and said the media reports
only the negative side of this issue.
She mentioned the repairs recently
done to aid Victoria College in the
center of Belfast by many young
people of Northern Ireland. The
project was funded by The Commu
nity of Peace People, and tne
College was made into a youth
center which is "always open,
according to Williams.
"I deeply believe that we are
starting to face the real issues of
the coming together of tne Norm- -
era Irish people in every sense of
the word: every aspect of tne worx
we do hs got to ahve Protestants
and catholics working together or
we won't do it It's got to be a joint
effort" said Williams.
When asked about how the death
of Bobby sands and the nine other
hunger strikers have influenced the
ATKS PIZZA WITH TKS C
SIG2T"
2C2-71- 30
2G3-010- 0
situation there she commented that
the British government's attitude
was "absolutely violent" and that
British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher could have prevented
their deaths.
"They weren't even asking for
political status." Williams said.
"They were asking to be treated
like human beings."
According to Williams, despite
the threatening 14 overall unem
ployment rate in Northern Ireland
and rates as nigh as 82.9 in some
areas, emigration is slowing down.
She noted that the biggest problem
with emigration has been the
"brain drain," which refers to the
tendency of young people to gradu
ate from Queens unviersity with
the highest degrees and then emi-
grate to other countries. . she ad-gre- ed
that the lack of employment
serves also sa a driving force for
the enlistment of young men into
paramilitary organizations.
Although British troops still exist
in Northern Ireland, theya re fewer
in number and Williams reports to
the queen of england from time to
time on her perception of their
bvehavior.
According to Williams, the Prot
estants no .longer feel that the
British occupation represents se
curity to them and the catnoucs
who once felt resistance to their
presence still, rpefer them to the
paramilitary organizations. She
also stated that the British still use
clastic bullets which she described
to be heavy kand nearly a foot
llong. "These are as lethal as firing
tree trunks at a very Knign veloci
ty," she said, noting that one of the
goals of The community 01 reace
People is to pass legislation to stop
the use of this type of ammunition.
'When asked how she invisioned
Noethernn Irlenad's future in the
short and the long run Williams
said it is impossible to predict
when the violence will stop and that
to give some set answer to that
question would be notmng more
than idealistic, but she believes
that unification of the Northern
Irish people is the first step and
thus is her primary aim.
'Applause Shows In Canton
On Sunday. Oct 24. the Tony
Award-winnin- g musical "Ap
plause" will be playing in Canton.
The SAB Travel Committee is
Dlanninz a trio to see this fantastic
production, and the cost is just S5
for ticket and transportation.
The bus will leave at 12:15 p.m.
If vou would like to see this
production, please sign up in the
SAB office today or lionaay oe-twee- n
9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
The deadline for sign-up- s is Mon-
day, Oct 11.
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